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1. In [2]*) J. Eells, Jr. and J. H. Sampson defined harmonic mappings
of Riemannian manifolds. They called a mapping f:M-+M'(M is a
compact orientable Riemannian manifold and Mf is a complete Riemannian
manifold) harmonic if / is a solution of Euler-Lagrange equation, τ(f) = 0,
for energy functional

If M — S1 (1-dimensional sphere), then / is harmonic if and only if the
image of / is a closed geodesic in M'. The harmonic mapping also is a
generalization of harmonic function in complex analysis.

If / is an isometric immersion, then we know that / is harmonic if
and only if it is a minimal immersion (cf. [2] p. 119). If / is a Rieman-
nian fibration, then we know that / is harmonic if and only if all fibers
are minimal submanifolds (cf. [2] p. 127).

In this paper, we define harmonic transformations and show examples
of harmonic transformations.

The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professors S. Sasaki and
S. Tanno for their kind guidances.

2. Let M and Mf denote Riemannian manifolds of dimension n and
m respectively. Let g and gf denote Riemannian metrics of M and M'
respectively. We assume that manifolds, vector fields, tensor fields,
mappings, functions, etc. are smooth (i.e. of class C°°). Let (x\ • ••,$*)
denote local coordinates on M in a neighborhood of a point Po, and let
(y\ • %<ty

m) denote local coordinates on M' in a neighborhood of a point
/(Po). Then g and gf are written in these local coordinates as

ds2 = gijdxίdxj 1 <: i, j <^ n ,

dsn - g'aβdyadyt 1 ^ a, β ^ m .

Let Πj and Γ% denote the Christoffel symbols with respect to gi3 and
g'aβ respectively. For a mapping / : M->M', f(P) - (/X(P), ••-,/%?)),

*> The numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of this paper.
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we set fί = dft/dx* and covariant derivatives /%• are

f'a = Pf"/dx*dχf - Γij fϊ .

Let / : M-+M' be a mapping and τ{f) = (r(/)S , r(/)m) be defined by

( 1 ) τ(f)r(P) = ff"(P)/riy(P) + g-(P)r'Mf(P)mP)fm ,

for 7 = 1, 2, •••, m and for any point P e l f . We remark that r(/) r is
unaffected by any transformation of the local coordinates on M at P,
and that τ(f)r{P) transforms as a contravariant vector tangent space at
f(P) for any transformation of the local coordinates on M' at f(P).

DEFINITION. / is a harmonic mapping, if τ(f)r = 0 for every
1 ^ 7 ^ m.

REMARK. If M is compact and oriented, then a harmonic mapping
/ : Λf—> M' is an extremal of the energy functional

( 2 )

= — ( Qijf?fHg'aβ Vdet{gi5) dxι Λ --- Λdxn .

3. Let us set M' = M and #' = #. We consider a transformation
/ : M-+M. Hereafter, we assume that the indices h, i, j, k, •••, a, β,
7, run over 1 to n. Let */•{,- denote a Christoffel symbol on M with
respect to the induced metric (f*g)a. We put

(3) W!ί= *Γ\ά-Γ\5.

We compute (1) in this case. Then we have

- Γtjfl +

Therefore we have

(4) τ(f)r = gt'Whfί .

PROPOSITION 1. f is a harmonic transformation, if and only if

"An almost isometric transformation with respect to g" defined in
[1] or [11] is a harmonic transformation in our sense.

4. We consider a conformal transformation / of M, then (f*g)iS =
e2pgij, where p is a real valued function on M. Then we have the rela-
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tions Wij = δh

3pi + δiρs - ghkgiόρk, where ρk = dρ/dxk and <5) denotes
Kronecker's delta. Therefore we have

(5) 9ijWi) = (2-n)ghkpk.

Thus we have

THEOREM 2. (cf. [2] p. 126) If f is a conformal transformation of
M and dim M = n = 2, then f is a harmonic transformation.

THEOREM 3. Let f be a conformal transformation of M and dim M =
n > 2. Then f is a harmonic transformation if and only if it is a
homothetic transformation.

COROLLARY 4. Every homothetic (isometric) transformation is a har-
monic transformation.

If / is an affine transformation, then it is clear that W<* = 0. Thus
we have

THEOREM 5. Every affine transformation is a harmornic transfor-
mation.

Next we consider a protective transformation / of M. Then there
exists a covariant vector field ψ on M such that W%) = ψtδ) + ψvδ*.
Therefore we have

(6) g**WΪ, =2ghkψk.

Thus we have

THEOREM 6. Let f be a projective transformation of M. Then f is
a harmonic transformation if and only if it is an affine transformation.

5. In this section, we show some examples of harmonic transforma-
tions of odd dimensional Riemannian manifolds.

Let M be an almost contact Riemannian manifold with structure
tensors φ, f, η and g which satisfy

(7) Φ)ζj = O, Vrfi = 0, Vi¥ = l,

(8) φiφ*= -dϊ +η£ ,

( 9 ) gn£' = Vi

and

(10) 9κuΦiΦ) = 9a - ViVi

An almost contact Rimannian manifold M is called a contact Rieman-
nian manifold, if

(11) 2gikφ
k = 2φi5 = ηjH - ηixi .
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A contact Riemannian manifold M is called a JΓ-contact Riemannian
manifold, if

(12) rjj-i + ηuj = 0 (i.e. ξ is a Killing vector field) .

A contact Riemannian manifold M is called a Sasakian manifold, if

(13) Φir,k = rjiQik - VjQik .

A Sasakian manifold is necessarilly a if-contact Riemannian manifold
(cf. [6]).

A transformation / of an almost contact Riemannian manifold M is
called a Z)-homothetic transformation, if

(14) (f*g)iS = ag,i + βηiηj

for some constants a and β satisfying a > 0 and a + β > 0. For a Z>-
homothetic transformation / of an almost contact Riemannian manifold
M, we have

(15) Wϊ, = -^ VAVUΛ - Vi,k)ghk + ^ Vi&n - Vr,k)9hk

(cf. [9]). Thus we have

LEMMA 7. In an almost contact Riemannian manifold M, a D-
homothetic transformation f satisfies

(16) & @
a a + β

If M is a contact Riemannian manifold, then it holds good that (11)
and ζ{s = 0 (cf. [6]). Thus we have

THEOREM 8. Every D-homothetic transformation of a contact Rieman-
nian manifold is a harmonic transformation.

COROLLARY 9. Every D-homothetic transformation of K-contact Rie-
mannian manifold (Sasakian manifold) is a harmonic transformation.

REMARK. If β Φ 0, then such harmonic transformations are obviously
neither conformal nor protective.

A transformation / of an almost contact Riemannian manifold M is
called a ^-transformation, if / leaves the structure tensor φ invariant
(i.e. f* φ = φ f*). If / is a ^-transformation of a contact Riemannian
manifold M, then there exists a positive constant a such that
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(f*V)i = *'Vi f (/*£)' = orψ , (f*ω)u = a-ωi3

and

(f*g)a = «Λy + «(« - l)Wi>

where 2ω = dη{oί. [7]). By Theorem 8 and Corollary 9, we have

THEOREM 10. Every φ-transformation of a contact Rίemannίan mani-
fold is a harmonic transformation.

COROLLARY 11. Every φ-transformation of a K-contact Riemannian
manifold (Sasakian manifold) is a harmonic transformation.

6. In their paper [2], Eells and Sampson noticed the following: If
M and Mf are Kahlerian manifolds and / : M-+Mf is a holomorphic map-
ping, then / is harmonic relative to the associated real Riemannian
structure on M and Mr. So in this section, we show some examples of
harmonic transformations of even dimensional Riemannian manifolds.

Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with structure tensors F
and g which satisfy

(17) FIF} = -δ{, ghkFt

hF} = giS .

An almost Hermitian manifold M is called an almost A-space, if

(18) Fis = 0.

An almost Hermitian manifold M is called an almost *0-space, if

(19) 2*0iίF/:ί - (δiδi + FiFί) F*it = 0.

An almost Hermitian manifold M is called an almost Kahlerian mani-
fold, if

(20) Fhiii + FijΛ + FjhA = 0 ,

where Fhi = Ftgki.

An almost Hermitian manifold M is called an almost Tachibana space,
if

(21) Fkά + F}ti = 0.

An almost Hermitian manifold M is called a Kahlerian manifold, if

(22) Fli = 0 .

It is well known that relations among these are

• (20) ^

(23) (22) (19) - (18) => (17) .

s> (21) s
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A transformation / of an almost Hermitian manifold M is called an
almost analytic transformation, if / leaves the structure tensor F in-
variant (i. e.f*-F = F f*).

PROPOSITION 12. (cf. [10]) In an almost *O-space M, an almost
analytic transformation f satisfies

(24) flr«W?y = O.

From this we have

THEOREM 13. Every almost analytic transformation of an almost
*O-space is a harmonic transformation.

COROLLARY 14. Every almost analytic transformation of an almost
Tachibana space (almost Kahlerian manifold) is a harmonic transforma-
tion. Every analytic transformation of a Kahlerian manifold is a
harmonic transformation.

If an almost analytic transformation / of an almost A-space is con-
formal, then / is a harmonic transformation. By Theorem 3.3 of [3] and
Theorem 3, we have

COROLLARY 15. Let M be an almost A-space (almost *O-space, almost
Tachibana space, almost Kahlerian manifold, Kahlerian manifold) and
dim M = n = 2p > 2. Then every almost analytic (analytic, in Kahlerian
manifold case) conformal transformation of M is a harmonic transfor-
mation.

7. We state some remarks.
(A) The set of all harmonic transformations does not constitute a

group under the natural rule of composition. Because it holds good that
τ(f'.f)a = τ(fYf\a + gijfffϊW?βf'r

a (l^a^n) for any transformation /
and / ' of M, where WΆ = '*Γr

aβ - Γr

aβ and '*Πaβ denote the Christoίfel
symbol with respect to (f'*g)aβ.

(B) Let / and / ' be harmonic transformations. If / is a conformal
transformation, then /'•/ is a harmonic transformation. But /•/' is not
necessarily a harmonic transformation. If / ' is an affine transformation,
then / ' - / i s a harmonic transformation. But /•/' is not necessarily a
harmonic transformation.

(C) Let h be a harmonic function on ikf (i.e. gi5hxiS — 0) and / be a
conformal transformation of M. It holds good that gij(h'f);ij = τ(f)r(dh/dxr)
Thus we have

(a) Let h be a harmonic function on M and / be a conformal trans-
formation and harmonic transformation of M. Then a function h f on
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M is a harmonic function.
(b) Let / be a conformal tansformation of M and h be a harmonic

function on M and dimikf = 2. Then a function h f on Λf is a harmonic
function.

(D) If M is compact and oriented, then an isometric transformation
/ of M is a harmonic transformation and i?(/) = (n/2) Vol(ikf), where
dim M = n and Vol(M) denotes the volume of M. If M is a compact
contact Riemannian manifold, then a D-homothetic transformation / (i.e.
(f*9)ii = <Wϋ + )8W7i) is a harmonic transformation and

E(f) = ΞILJLl
Li

where dim M = n.
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